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Headline: Do you really understand risk? 

Do vou reallv 
understand dsk? 
Beware of limitations of 
risk measures and bear in 
mind there is no such 
thing as a risk-free return 

The headline may seem Like an innocu- 
ous question for man investors, but 
the reality is that wry people have 
a strong grasp of what is meant by risk 
when making inement i .  

I 
Returns are generally easy to calcu- 

late. 
If, for example, the price of an asset 

we have purchased has doubled In val- 
ue, then we can generally say that our 
return is 100 per cent (less any ammpa- 

no equivalent simple, intuitive and de- 
finitive measure of how much risk we 
are taking to generate that return. 

In finandal markets, as is often the 

nying fees). However, there Ls arguably - 

case in life, there is no free lunch. Re- 
turns are generated by the assumption 
of risk. For all practical purposes, there 
is no such thing as a rlsk-free retum. 

While some assets are used as a 
proxy for risk-free investments, they 
still carry some degree of finandal risk 
(such as US government bonds). Even 
a s h  is not risk-free in an inflatlonary Pnom I I I O C ~ T O  environment (as inflation erodes the 
real So to obtain a desited re- Assessing rlsk when making m imrestment Is hard because our brains have dewloped pattern 
turn, we need to take on some degree of mitim 

to an =- that we - do not exla. 

risk. Ideal1 we also want to maximise 
bang for d e  buck, that is, we want to an invator. 
obtain the best possible return for the For example, almost without ex- 
degree of risk wdare wilIing to accept. tion, a standard deviation measure bf 

However, there are a couple of prob risk provided to an investor by an advis- 
Iems here. Fint we, the hum'an fa&, are 
quite poorly designed for assessing this 
kind of risk. Our brains are hard-wiml 
to be pattern recognition. computers. 
That is why we are so good at thing 
like facial recognition as well as know- 
ing which trhser holes to put our legs 
In when dressing In the morning. 

Unfortunately our brains developed 
pattern recognition skills to such an ex- 

er asiumes that returns are normally dis- 
tributed (confomlng to the classic 
"bellw-shaped curve). 

The reality is, they are typically not. 
There are often more extreme positive 
and negative returns than those cap- 
tured by the standard deviation mea- 
sure (so-called "fat" tails in the distribu- 
tions). Arguably more critical is that 
there are often more large negative re- 

ient that wesee patterns where they do turns in rtlcular. In other words, the 
not exist. Think of the instance of an an- standad&viation measure may serl- 
cicnt hunter hearing a rustlc in the un- 
dergrowth. Is it a tiger or simply thc 
wind? The safest option is to assume it 
Is a tiger. This Is because the penalty of 
assuming It is wind but befng m n g  is 
too great. 

One consequence of this behaviout 
applied to financial markets is to see pat- 
terns in the. rice history of assets, 
when in fact tRe data may be entirely 
random. Another consequence is the 
notion of "comitive 

nusly undcrcstimate the probability of 
a large loss. - --- w- ---- 

Unfortunately, while there are many 
alternative measures of Ask designed to 
reflect such phenomena, th may sad- 
f i e  simplicity foraomq.%ey can in- 
deed be extremely compllcated. To 
make matters evin -worse. measures of 
Nk qulte natur%lwk & past history 
as a guide for the We. Unfortunate 
the adage .history always repeats itse1F 

doesn't necessarilv an- - - - - - -  ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~  

dissonanie", t h 5  Is, at- ,ply, at least ovef tBe 
tributing a positive re- NO m w  timeframes that inves- 
turn to one's invest- Any measure of risk tonhay be focused on. 
ment skill, when in fact is based 0" a model. Investment prod- 
the truth may be that it ucts for retail clients of- 
was s im~lv  goad luck That model will ten ~rovide some twe 
(or coniriefi attribut- have assumptions. of risk bucket meas'& 
ing a loss to bad luck, some of those (for example, low, me- 
when it may have been dium or h i  risk). It is 
poor skill). a ~ ~ u m p t i ~ n s  Can critical that an investor 

A second problem result In a seriously understands what this 
with measuring invest- distorted view of actually means. What 
ment risk is that there absolute level of risk 
is no single number risk for an investor. does the risk catehory 
that captures the my- imply? How Is it calcu- 
dad dynamics of dsk. In the vast rnajod- lated (pmbably based on the standard 
ty of instances when an adviser pro- deviation of return$? Is risk measured 
vides an investor with an assessment of in a relative sense? If so, what is It rela- 
dsk, they are indeed providing a single tive to? 
number - the standard deviation of re- Alternative measures are the estimat- 
turns. ed probability of loss and magnitude of 

For a retail investor, this number is loss. Simply, how often should 1 expect 
not intuitiiy simple. A 5 per cent an- to lose money, and b how much? 
nualised standard deviation combined When based on a suitabr, history of re- 
with an annualised 5 per cent expected turns (and employing a method de- 
return, for example, means there is a signed to avoid the normal distribution 
roughly 16 per cent chance of the annu- assumptions mentioned above), these 
al return being0 per cent or lower and a measures can provide a relatively ro- 
mghty 2 per cent chance of the return bust perspective on a key focus of inves- 
Wng -5 per cent or lower. Profemional tors - loss avoidance. 
investors will of course already be aware In sum, the world of institutional in- 
of this. vestment maintains teams of individu- 

However, less obvious is that this sin- als attempting to measure with all 
gle numeric measure of risk is also manner of extremely compllcated and 
based on a set of assumptions. A joke in esoteric mathemati&. 

- 

the fleld of economics is that you only For the Indlvldual investor, it Is critl- 
assume thlngs that are ~rong.~In oth& 
words, you make assumptions to slmpli- 
fy a model, meaning of coutse 
moving awa from reality. in t p E  
of the stanc&rd deviation measure of 
risk, many of the underlying assump 
tions are patently wrong. Critically, any 
measure of risk is based on a model. 
That model will have assumptions. 
Some of those assumpttons can result 
in a sflously distorted view of risk for 

cal to be aware of the pitfalls of com- 
mon risk measures. Beware of the limita- 
tions of these measures and whylwhen 
they may provide a misleading assess- 
ment of the risk of loas. 
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